both target coverage and critical structure avoidance. This makes the BEV an ideal image to use for real time tumour tracking where the image must be acquired and analyzed in real time to reposition the beam to conform to the target volume while avoiding any surrounding radiation sensitive organs. Unfortunately x-ray imaging with the high energy treatment beam will in general lack adequate contrast to be useful in tumour tracking applications (Orkisz et al 2001) . With the recent development of MR guided linac treatments, it is important to investigate methods to quickly and accurately determine the position of the target volume and critical structures on the MR images relative to the irradiated area from the treatment beam. These images could then be used for real time target tracking.
MRI has been the most recent imaging technology to be paired with external beam treatments. In one such integrated design, a linac is fixed to a 0.5 T bi-planar magnet with the two devices rotating in tandem during treatment (Fallone 2014) . Another fixed design has a linac integrated with a non-rotating 1 T magnet (Keall et al 2014) . Other designs have been developed in which the treatment beam is designed to rotate around a fixed solenoid magnet design (Lagendijk et al 2014, Mutic and Dempsey 2014) . For all integration schemes, current MRI practices will be sufficient to verify proper patient positioning. However, if such a device will be used for real-time adaptive target tracking during treatments, there will be times when a BEV projection will be more appropriate than the standard parallel slice. When the tumour and surrounding critical structures cover a range of different distances from the radiation source, a thin single-plane image perpendicular to the beam axis will not allow visualization of the full extent of the objects' geometry, especially when the objects are large and irregular. One approach to this problem has been to use thick slices such that the imaging slice contains the entirety of the objects to be tracked. For thin slices (<1 cm), targeting decisions made on a parallel-slice geometry will have minimal errors. However, thicker slices or imaging slabs which may be required for high speed tracking of large tumours, such as those associated with lung and/or heart motion, will produce non-trivial geometric errors if steps to adjust the imaging geometry are not taken. For example, at distances of 15 cm from isocentre, a 3 cm imaging slab will generate a maximum positional discrepancy of greater than 2 mm. If thicker slabs were implemented for larger tumours, the discrepancy would increase accordingly. These discrepancies are calculated by determining the maximum offset of signal from the imaging plane (equivalent to half the slice thickness), and calculating how far displaced signal at this position would be if projected towards the central plane from the direction of a point source 100 cm above the image plane. If d is the in-plane distance from beam centre, then the maximum targeting error originating from the use of parallel projections would be ∆d = ∆sl 2 · d Ds , where ∆sl is the slice thickness and D s is the distance between the image plane and the point source. One will note that the potential for error also increases as the inverse of the distance to the source. While the source-to-isocentre distance is typically on the order of 100 cm for most radiotherapy devices (Kolling et al 2013) , this may not always be the case for some members of the MRI/radiotherapy niche. As an example, one proposed design by a group from Siemens Medical has a linac target placed just outside the gradient coils inside an MRI unit (Amies et al 2015) . In this particular scenario, the distance D s may be smaller than typical, which could lead to greater potential for targeting errors.
Current tracking methods with MRI are capable of following anatomy in real time using conventional gradients, both through the use of rapid sequencing as well as acceleration techniques (Brix et al 2014 , Dietz et al 2017 , Thomas et al 2018 . This work outlines a different gradient field pattern for encoding-one that will allow direct acquisition of images in the divergent beam geometry at the same speed and with the same techniques as conventional real-time imaging. While BEV projection images are not required for target tracking, their use will allow greater targeting accuracy in a broader range of scenarios (namely, thick imaging slabs, as shown above). Currently, the only method by which MRI scanners can generate a BEV projection image is by acquiring a 3D image stack over the region of interest, and using a ray-tracing technique to generate an image with the desired perspective. For any situation that requires rapid frame rates, such as the tracking of a lung tumour, the time cost associated with the 3D imaging may be prohibitive. The derived alternate gradient encoding patterns can be implemented through gradient hardware additions to the common scanner architecture. It is important to stress that the objective of this work is not simply to generate an image in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis (which would be trivial using MRI), but rather to acquire the image with an inherent divergent pixel geometry matching that of the beam. This will be achieved by modifying the 3D fields of the in-plane encoding gradients during acquisition to be stronger near the beam source and weaker further away. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first description and implementation of a scheme using MRI to acquire directly in a divergent geometry.
Theory
The schematic in figure 1(a) illustrates the geometries associated with a source and imaging volume in the standard MRI implementation. It is clear that the outer planes within the standard MRI slice volume would require geometric scaling in order for the final reconstruction to represent a BEV image. The required field of view (FOV) scaling factor in terms of the distance between the position within the imaging slab and the projection plane (Δr) is described below in equation (1), where d is the distance from the source to the projection plane.
Note that although the projection plane is centred in the imaging slab in the case depicted, the projection plane can be arbitrarily set to any distance from the source. A likely positioning choice for the projection plane would be isocentre, which for convenience will be assumed for the rest of this article. Given this assumption, equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of the source-to-isocentre distance (SID):
where r is a 3D position vector relative to isocentre and r s is a unit vector pointing from the source to isocentre. Due to the nature of data acquisition in MRI, which acquires directly in the spatial frequency domain (k-space), all raw data points contain information about the entire region of excited material within range of the receive coil. As a consequence, the only way to geometrically scale different planes within the imaging slab is to warp the gradient field responsible for pulling out the spatial frequency components that are acquired during the MRI data collection. If the encoding gradient fields are distorted properly, then the frequency component encoded at each time point will vary with the planar position in the volume, according to 1/S (∆r) (figure 1(c)). As is illustrated in figure 1(d) , this planar distribution of components will all be integrated and stored as the k-space point anticipated in the projection plane. This process implies a minification of the k-space plane in the volume nearest the source, which translates to a magnification in the spatial domain, and visa-versa on the side of the volume farthest from the source. The resulting reconstruction will then generate a single 2D image with the desired perspective.
Nature of the distorted gradient fields for BEV imaging
Spatial encoding is accomplished in MRI by the judicious use of three orthogonal gradient fields. These three gradient fields (G x , G y and G z ) are carefully designed, within technical limits, to generate a linearly varying B z field whose gradient is a constant vector oriented along one of the three orthogonal axes. Should the gradients of these fields (i.e. ∇G i ) lack spatial uniformity either in magnitude or direction, there will be some degree of spatial distortion. This distortion will present itself in either the form of slice warping, originating from the gradients used in slice-selection, or spatial mispositioning of reconstructed signal, originating from the gradients responsible for the spatial encoding of the excited volume.
For the purposes of generating images from the perspective of the beam, slice-warping will not be useful. The slice-selection process determines the spatial extent of the signal-generating material, but contributes nothing to how the signal is distributed into image space. Thus, slice-selection can proceed as in conventional MRI. It is the gradients employed during the process of in-plane spatial encoding (specifically, the gradient fields with components parallel to the projection plane) that must be distorted for the generation of images with an altered perspective. Further, since the proposed field modifications will only affect the spatial characteristics and not the waveform timings, this theory will apply similarly to gradients involved in all encoding schemes, whether in phase or frequency encoding, or non-cartesian encoding methods. Let us derive the ideal nature of the warping field in the simple case where the Z axis in MRI coordinates is aligned with the central axis of the beam, and the projection plane is positioned at z = 0. Clearly, at the projection plane there will be no scaling required. Therefore at isocentre the in-plane encoding gradients (in this case G x and G y ) should be unchanged from those prescribed by conventional MRI, i.e.:
where A x is a time-dependent scaling factor in units of mT m −1
, determined by the gradient waveforms of the particular sequence being employed. As one moves off the projection plane, however, excited material will have to be subjected to altered gradients to provide the scaling required by equation (1). As one moves closer to the source, a smaller FOV and higher spatial resolution can be achieved by expanding the sampling pattern in k-space (as seen in the Fourier transform property f (cu) ↔ F (k/c )). Since the sample and gradient timings are fixed by the sequence, a simple up-scaling of the appropriate gradient amplitudes according to the inverse of the FOV scaling factor will achieve a magnified sampling pattern and thus a reduced FOV. Therefore, the modified gradient field pattern can be defined as
and similarly for G y . (Here z is oriented to be positive in a direction away from the source.) For systems with the treatment beam permanently aligned along one of the magnet coordinate axes (z, in this example), it would be sufficient to manufacture G x and G y gradient coils to generate the field pattern as described in equation (4), and all subsequent imaging would be generated from the perspective of the beam. However, in this circumstance the device would be incapable of producing images with conventional geometry unless a post-processing transformation were applied, and this transformation would only be successful on thin slices. Additionally, other image orientations, whether thick or thin, would inherently generate non-parallel slices. So assuming that it is important for these devices to produce conventional imaging in addition to providing images for targeting support, it is likely that the field pattern described above would have to be generated such that both the divergent and parallel plane perspectives can be acquired one after the other seamlessly. There are two clear alternatives that would permit a single MR scanner to generate images in both parallel plane and divergent coordinate systems. The first and simplest is to have two sets of X and Y gradients coils, one set for conventional imaging, and the second to be used independently for BEV. The gradient set for conventional imaging would be composed of standard linear gradients, and the set for BEV imaging would produce fields as described by equation (4). The second alternative would again use a linear set of X and Y coils for conventional imaging, but instead of an independent BEV coil set, a set of warping coils for BEV imaging would be used in conjunction with the linear ones. While both alternatives utilize the same total number of coils, the use of warping coils may be less demanding from a design or current efficiency perspective than a complete stand-alone BEV gradient set. In this second alternative, the so-called warping coils would generate a field that distorts the linear gradients in such a way as to generate the ideal BEV encoding fields. I.e. from equation (4),
is the warping field for the X gradient.
The case of a beam source not fixed to the imaging magnet
In the circumstance where the beam source is not fixed to the imaging magnet, the warping field pattern as identified in equation (5) will no longer hold true in general. To illustrate this fact let us first consider how equation (5) will change when the source simply changes position from the negative z axis to the positive. The updated warping field would be re-derived as W x (x, y, z) = zX SID−z , which clearly could not be generated with the same coil due to the altered term in the denominator. There are two possible remedies to this problem.
The first remedy would involve two warping coils producing fields as defined in equation (5) somehow rotationally linked to the angular position of the source. In this manner, no matter how the angular position of the source varies with respect to the magnet, the two warping coils would follow to emulate the fixed geometry case as described above. Of course, rotating field coils within a stationary MR unit would pose some appreciable design challenges. A second solution that would be more straightforward from a design point of view involves the construction of a basis set of warping coils fixed to the magnet that could be utilized in various combinations to generate the proper conditions for divergent imaging as the source rotates. A basis set of up to five warping coils would be required to accommodate full positional freedom for the beam source about the device. However, with the assumption that the movement of the beam source can be described with rotational components involving one magnet axis only, this basis set can be limited to four coils.
The first step is to approximate the field pattern such as that described in equation (5) to be symmetric about isocentre, yielding a solution that will satisfy divergent imaging requirements for beam sources in opposing locations. To achieve this, let us consider that the imaging field of view will in general be much smaller than the distance from the beam source to the projection plane. Consequently, in the case of equation (5), one can make the assumption ∆z SID, which will lead to the approximation SID + z ≈ SID. Since it is expected that the SID will be a constant by design, this leaves the warping field proportional to the symmetric approximation ZX. Similarly, the approximate warping field companion to the Y gradient for this case would be the product ZY. In more general terms, the required warping fields distributions will be a product of the distance from isocentre along the axis of the SID (U s = (r ·r s )), and the coordinate of one of the in-plane encoding axes, U i = (r ·r i ), where r i is a unit vector defining an in-plane encoding axis. Thus the complementary warping field for gradient A i (t) U i would be approximated as − Ai(t) SID U i U s . Let us assume the beam source is designed to rotate about the magnet z axis, and that the beam source is currently positioned along x. In this case, the required warping field patterns as approximated above would be XZ to complement the z encoding direction and XY for the y. Now if the source were to rotate about z by an angle of ϕ, the field patterns would have to be rotated as well to accommodate the new beam position. For a rotation about z, one can apply the axis transformations x = x cos ϕ + y sin ϕ, and y = y cos ϕ − x sin ϕ, which when substituted in the field patterns above yield
The four second-order field patterns (YZ, XZ, XY, and X 2 − Y 2 ) will therefore form the basis set that could accommodate all the possible beam source positions in this scenario. Although the design constraints for this particular application will be different, these second-order fields patterns are commonly implemented on MR systems for use as shim coils, and principles for their design are well known.
Refinement of the second-order field approximation
The approximation of the ideal warping field as described in equation (5) to a second-order field gradient is bound to reduce the geometric fidelity of the images to the desired perspective. Figure 2 illustrates the strength of the added encoding gradient along the axis of the beam, both from the ideal warping field and from the second order approximation. It is clear from this figure that the second order approximation constitutes a linear fit to the ideal field distribution, which fails at regions far from isocentre. Rather than simply using a single linear approximation for all possible slice locations, it would greatly improve the accuracy of the model to achieve a linear fit to the ideal function on a piecewise basis according to the location and thickness of the slice in question. Figure 2 demonstrates this piecewise fit on a 10 cm volume centred at 25 cm above the isocentre. The slope of this fit will identify the second order field strength, and the vertical offset will be achieved physically by adding components to the appropriate linear gradients. It is important to note that the linear gradients performing the offset function would have to be rotated according to the transformations above, in addition to the second-order component demonstrated in equations (6) and (7).
Methods

MR-acquired phantom images
Images were acquired using a Philips 3T whole-body scanner. A phantom was constructed with agarose gel tubes to demonstrate the creation of images with a divergent perspective. The rods were arranged as illustrated in figure 3 , with regular 2 cm spacings between rods at the base, and pointing towards an imaginary beam source 100 cm away. A cardboard structure 28 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 10 cm high was used to hold the rods in place. Holes were cut along two adjacent edges, both on the top and on the bottom of the structure. The holes were carefully measured to be 2 cm apart on the bottom, and 1.8 cm apart on the top, yielding the desired convergence.
To demonstrate the use of second order field patterns to act as warping fields used in tandem with linear gradients as outlined in this work, second-order shim coils were utilized. Of course, shim coils are not designed to be capable of rapid switching in tandem with the encoding gradients, so a procedure was developed in conjunc-tion with a radial acquisition to allow the demonstration to succeed. A centre-out radial sequence was prepared to minimize the time between excitation and data acquisition (figure 4). A non-selective RF pulse was used so that acquisition could begin rapidly following the pulse (without the need for a delay due to a refocusing lobe). In this way, the appropriate extra field patterns could be turned on to a constant magnitude suitable for the read gradients of one particular 'spoke' in k-space within a complete acquisition. The added field patterns were then altered to be suitable for the next spoke, followed by another entire sequence acquisition, and so on. In this iterative way, 102 spokes of k-space data were collected one at a time to populate a single image from the perspective of the imaginary beam source.
The small unavoidable delay between excitation and acquisition will lead to a slight amount of k-space misregistration, due to the fact that for a small time window the second order field is present while the MR reconstructor assumes there is no gradient. Further, during the initial 50 ms of acquisition, the read gradient is ramping up to a plateau, meaning that the initial samples around k = 0 will be inappropriately compensated by the second-order gradients. These problems will be more pronounced as the imaging region moves farther from isocentre towards the source. Every attempt was made to eliminate the potential effects from this non-ideal compensation, including the short time between the RF excitation and acquisition (~150 µs), and the short ramp duration of 50 µs. However, there will undoubtedly be some degradation in the images in this proof of principle implementation. It is important to note that this problem will only exist in this particular demonstration where shim coils are being utilized for the second order field patterns. If coils were engineered that could be ramped up and down with the encoding gradients, no k-space misregistration should occur. Phys. Med. Biol. 63 (2018) 125002 (11pp) To achieve the piecewise linear fit of the second order field pattern to the ideal case, the expression − 
In our particular experimental setup, Δr is associated with −X (X being the vertical linear gradient in Philips magnet coordinates, with positive polarity pointing up), and d is the imaginary SID which was set to 100 cm. The RF pulse was non-selective, but the phantom tubes covered a through-slice distance of roughly 12 cm, positioned with the base of the tubes at isocentre. Δr A and Δr B were therefore assigned to −0.12 and 0, respectively. The linear fit parameters under these circumstances were m = −1.1346/m, and b = −2.8 × 10 −3
. The required field distributions in mT could therefore be described as follows:
where U i could be either Y or Z in this example. If the source were fixed in the x axis, only XY and XZ warping fields would be required. However, as the source rotates, YZ and X 2 − Y 2 will be required as well, as indicated in equations (6) and (7). By separating the terms of equation (9) and applying the rotational transformations, the time-varying amplitudes of all the second-order warping fields and linear offsets can be calculated, as shown below. These expressions are based on the in-plane encoding amplitudes as calculated for the ϕ = 0 case.
The maximum strength of the gradient waveforms, A(t), will clearly be limited by the upper strength limits of the shim coils used to create the second-order field patterns. Moreover, because of the trigonometric factors in the equations above, the maximum gradient strength will also depend on the rotational angle of the beam source, ϕ. For our imaging experiment, our phantom was rotated to an arbitrary 26° about z, which given our secondorder shim strength limits allowed for a maximum read gradient of 4.64 mT m −1
. This maximum strength was employed in our imaging demonstration to minimize blurring due to B 0 inhomogeneity. . Relative maximum strengths are plotted. The rewind lobes after the acquisition object are not part of the encoding gradients and are therefore not considered when calculating the strengths of the second order companion fields.
Simulated phantom images
The 3D phantom geometry as imaged above was modeled in Matlab and interrogated with virtual gradients to imitate the same radial acquisition as was used in the physical demonstration above. In addition, a spin-warp cartesian k-space trajectory was also simulated and reconstructed using this model. In each k-space trajectory, both virtual linear and virtual BEV gradient fields were used to derive simulated k-space data. The phantom model consisted of a 3D matrix of voxels, with voxels assigned to 1 within the gel rods and 0 elsewhere. The rod arrangement is schematically represented in figure 3 . The model spanned 17.4 × 30.2 × 13.2 cm, with a 0.7 mm resolution in all three dimensions. Each k-space sample was obtained by imposing a distribution of phase-shifts over the volume. The amount of phase-shift applied to each voxel was determined by integrating the product of the encoding gradient fields at that voxel over the time since excitation. I.e.
where G u represents the spatial field distribution at any given time t from one of the encoding gradients, including a preparatory dephasing lobe in the case of cartesian trajectories, and W v represents the spatial field distribution at time t from one of the four 2nd-order warping coils used in the experiment. This phase distribution was then represented as a complex exponential and multiplied with the 3D gel matrix; the integration of this product over all space yielded one k-space sample. Since the physical phantom demonstration was limited to constant second-order warping fields that did not switch on with the linear-encoding gradients as they would in an ideal implementation, the simulations allowed demonstration of images without ill-effects from this contribution. Three images were generated from the simulation: one from the use of linear virtual gradients, another with switched linear-encoding gradients and unswitched warping fields to mimic the experiment, and a third with the linear-encoding gradient fields and warping fields switched in tandem. The amplitudes and waveforms of the virtual gradients and warping fields were the same as those used in the experimental setup. K-space samples were obtained at the same sampling rate as experiment, commencing at the start of the read-encoding gradient ramp, 150 µs after excitation. As with experiment, 102 spokes of k-space data were collected. All acquired and simulated radial data were reconstructed using a filtered-back projection technique. As for the cartesian trajectory, 116 phase encodes were simulated, each with 202 read samples. The spacing was such that a 1.5 mm image resolution was achieved in both dimensions, and the read gradient strength was set at 4.64 mT m 
Results and discussion
The images generated with and without the field manipulations identified in this work for producing a divergent perspective are shown in figure 5 . Considering that the phantom tubes were angled to converge towards an imaginary beam source, figures 5(A-i) (radial simulated), 5(A-iv) (radial acquired), and 5(B-i) (cartesian simulated) illustrate the blurring one would expect when this phantom is imaged with the traditional parallel geometry over its full ~12 cm thickness. Figures 5(A-ii) and (A-v) demonstrate the same radial imaging procedure when acquired with the required companion (warping) field patterns, though manually applied and not switched in tandem with the read encode gradient. Here, much of the blurring that prevents individual tubes from being distinguished is absent. However, it is clear that the tubes retain a distorted appearance, particularly those farthest from isocentre. In the case of the experimentally acquired radial image ( figure 5(A-v) ) part of this residual distortion is likely due to B 0 inhomogeneity, particularly in the outer field. Nevertheless a distorted appearance is also apparent in the simulated image above (5(A-ii)), which was generated with the assumption of a perfectly uniform B 0 field. Both these images (figures 5(A-ii) and (A-v)) are subject to k-space misregistration from the use of constant shim settings in this demonstration. It was the belief of the authors that a switched set of companion fields (as would be present in any physical implementation of this technique) would remove the bulk of the residual distortion as described above. With this in mind, a simulation with companion fields switched in tandem with the read gradients was conducted, and the resulting image is displayed in figure 5(A-iii) . All of the tubes are clearly discernable despite their variable tilt, which the authors see as a successful validation of the technique. There is some artefact remaining in the farther positions from isocentre, the source of which could be the 20 × under-sampling of radial k-space coupled with the filtered-back projection reconstruction. As a final validation test, a cartesian trajectory with BEV companion gradients was simulated, a trajectory which could not be physically acquired on the scanner with shim gradients, since the companion fields would have to be switched to emulate the phase encoding lobes. An excellent image can be generated with these simulated companion gradients, as displayed in figure 5 (B-ii), completely free of blurring due to the tilted nature of the virtual rods.
For clinical application, the companion fields would need to support the same maximum strengths that are available in current conventional gradient sets (in the range of 20 mT m −1 gradient or higher) (Doty 2007 ). In the configuration where the beam source rotates in sync with the magnet, there will be an exact proportionality between the required nonlinear companion field pattern strength and the maximum supported encoding gradient strength. The largest magnetic field distribution required by such a system would be simply max (|A i (t)|) ∆r d+∆r U i . However, in the case where the beam source rotates about the magnet, the proportionality will vary depending on the position of the imaging slice with respect to the source. Slices closer to the source will require the applied second order field patterns to be larger in order to satisfy the piecewise linear fit to the ideal nonlinear field function described in equation (8). Given that the slope m can be estimated by the derivative of the function ∆r/(d + ∆r) with respect to ∆r , which is d/(d + ∆r) 2 , the maximum required second-order field strengths in mT m −2 can be calculated as max (|A i (t)|)
2 for the patterns YZ, XZ, and XY, and half that for (X 2 − Y 2 ). Thus the capabilities of the second-order field basis set would depend not only on the largest encoding gradient they would have to support, but also the largest slice offset from isocentre that one would anticipate requiring.
Although well-established theory has existed for the winding of second-order shim coils in cylindrical geometry for many years, and more recently for biplanar magnet designs (Brideson et al 2004) , the coils described in this work would require altered design criteria. Shim coils are not typically designed to be capable of rapid switching speeds, or of reaching the strengths required for the methods outlined in this work. Winding patterns would have to be adjusted to allow for the required maximum strength to be reached within the current output limits of a typical gradient amplifier, and to have an inductive load sufficiently small to allow for ramp times on the same order as those achieved by the linear gradients. Pre-emphasis correction would likely be required on the amplifier input to create a waveform truly complementary to that of its companion linear gradient. In this way, the k-space misregistration problem discussed earlier can be effectively avoided. Fortunately, the design of gradient coils with optimized parameters such as inductance, resistivity, fidelity to the target field distribution, and current efficiency are well established in the community and can be applied to the proposed modified encoding field distributions (Lemdiasov and Ludwig 2005, Poole and Bowtell 2007) . However, the constructability of the proposed gradient coils would have to be verified with future work.
In modern linear gradient coils, designers will often tolerate a substantial amount of nonlinearity to allow for faster ramp times and smaller gradient coil dimensions (Janke et al 2004) . The generation of geometrically accurate images then relies on retrospective image unwarping based on the known gradient field maps. If the nonlinear companion fields discussed in this work were to be incorporated into such a system, the target spatial distributions for these fields must be based on an altered coordinate system. For example, the field distribution for an ideal linear X gradient could be described as
where A is the linear gradient strength in mT m −1
. However, in the case of a field with imperfect linearity, the spatial coordinate input of the distribution B would have to be distorted to represent the idealized expression. For example, a function f x could be determined such that
and likewise for the Y and Z gradients. When engineering nonlinear companion fields as discussed in this work, one should work towards building a field distribution pattern based on the warped coordinates for spatial variables perpendicular to the source. For example in the case where the source is fixed to the magnet gantry in the z axis, the two nonlinear fields should ideally be described by −z SID + z f x (x, y, z) and −z SID + z f y (x, y, z) .
Warped coordinates should not be considered in the direction of the beam, since this should be an absolute measure of the distance towards or away from the source. It is this distance which must govern the scaling of the perpendicular encoding gradients. In the case where the source rotates about the magnet's central axis, z, one would want to design the second order basis set of companion fields using the warped z coordinate, as this axis will always be perpendicular to the source. I.e. XZ would be designed as Xf z (x,y,z). However, since the beam source will be rotating about z, the axis of the beam will be shared between x and y. As a result, for this scenario the linear gradients for x and y should not be designed tolerant of substantial non-linearity as the companion fields would not be able to compensate in all possible source locations. Proper consideration of these issues should mitigate k-space misregistration problems which could occur should the linear gradient and companion fields not be properly matched in space, or temporally in terms of waveform inputs.
Conclusions
A theoretical framework has been developed to allow for direct acquisition of BEV projection images in MRI. The encoding gradient fields described by equation (4) allow images to be generated as projection images diverging from a source point at a specified distance from isocentre. In implementations where the gradient coils and the source are fixed relative to each other, two in-plane gradient coils can be modified or appended with extra warping coils to produce this 3D encoding-field appropriately for any gantry angle. However, equation (4) assumes a particular source position relative to the coordinate geometry. Hence, if this field pattern were implemented in systems where the source rotates independently from the gradient coils, the resultant BEV field pattern would only be appropriate for one source position. It then was shown that in this circumstance a basis set of secondorder spherical harmonic functions, together with linear gradients, can provide good approximation of the BEV gradient patterns at any source angle. Equations (6) and (7) show that a set of 4 second-order gradient-field patterns would be sufficient for the case of a source located at any position on a fixed circle about isocentre, supported by simulations at an arbitrary source orientation in figure 5 . As such, this framework is applicable to the full range of MR-radiotherapy hybrid models and prototypes in the community. Given an SID of 100 cm, tracking errors incurred by not acquiring BEV projection images would be submillimetre with a slice on the order of 10 mm thick or less. However, if a thicker imaging slab of multiple cm is used (conceivable for the tracking of large structures), it has been shown that multiple mm errors are possible. In this scenario the use of BEV projection gradients may contribute to improved tracking accuracy.
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